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Application of the Ecology of Human Performance in Cardiac Occupational Therapy: A Case Study
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ABSTRACT

The theories of occupational therapy always emphasize on the relationship between a person, his or her context, and occupations or tasks. Based on these theories, proper occupational performance results from appropriate interaction between these components. There is little evidence on the clinical practice of this theory in cardiac rehabilitation. So, this study aimed to investigate the implication of the Ecology of Human Performance (EHP) in a 50 years old man with cardiovascular disease. The participant was assessed and treated at home by an occupational therapist based on EHP principles. Results indicated that the intervention based on EHP was associated with improved performance and satisfaction of performance as well as independence in the activities of daily living. So, occupational therapists can use EHP to provide client-centered interventions and improve the occupational performance of clients with cardiovascular diseases. However, further studies with more methodological rigor are needed on this topic.
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What is “already known” in this topic:
There are limited evidences in using models and theories in occupational therapy.

What this article adds:
Using the Ecology of Human Performance Model shows positive results in the process of assessment and intervention of cardiac patients.
1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is one of the leading causes of death in low- and middle-income countries. It is also one of the main causes of disease burden in developing countries [1]. According to the latest statistics announced by the World Health Organization, 33.7% of mortality rate is due to cardiovascular diseases in the world and more than 80% of cardiovascular diseases occur in low- and middle-income countries [2]. In Iran, 41.3% of total deaths in 2005 were due to cardiovascular diseases and this rate is estimated to reach 44.8% in 2020 [3].

Cardiovascular diseases have negative impacts on executive function, attention, and memory [4]. They restrict participation in the Activities of Daily Living (ADL), work, leisure, sex, and roles in family life [5, 6] and consequently decrease the quality of life of the patients and their families [7].

Cardiac rehabilitation is a multidisciplinary intervention and mainly includes exercise training, education about cardiovascular risk reduction, behavior change, stress management, and psychological counseling [8, 9]. Based on the evidence, cardiac rehabilitation can decrease mortality and morbidity, reduces the burden, and improves the quality of life as well [8, 10]. Occupational therapists play an essential role in this team by helping individuals to resume independence in their activities. The interventions in these patients mainly focus on self-care and exercise training, activity modification, and energy conservation strategies [11]. Occupational therapists can also apply theories and frameworks of their profession to guide their practice in this setting.

The Ecology of Humane Performance (EHP) was developed as a practical framework by Winnie Dunn and colleagues at the University of Kansas Medical Center, and its conceptual emphasis was on the role of a person’s context on his or her task performance [12]. For occupational therapists, EHP can be used as a framework to understand the complex transactions between the components involved in the formation of performance.

Four main constructs form the theoretical assumptions of the EHP: person, tasks, context, and personal-context-task transaction [13]. In this framework, a person is composed of unique sensorimotor, cognitive, and psychosocial skills and abilities. Context is an interdependent condition that constitutes a person’s surroundings and has temporal, physical, social, and cultural aspects. It can support or create barriers to participation based on the interaction with the person. Tasks are a meaningful set of behaviors necessary to accomplish a goal. The construct of performance is the result of the interaction between the person, context, and task. According to EHP, five intervention strategies can be used to improve performance, each with a different target (i.e., person, task, or context) [13, 14]:

- Establish/restore: This strategy focuses on the enhancement of the person’s skills or abilities by teaching skills not previously learned or restoring lost skills due to an acquired disability.
- Alter: In this strategy, the focus is on changing the context or environment in which a person performs.
- Adapt/modify: In this intervention strategy, features of the context or task are changed or modified for successful performance.
- Prevent: This strategy aims to minimize risks and thwarting the development of performance problems.
- Create: This strategy aims to promote more adaptable or complex performance in one’s natural context. In other words, the goal is to create contexts that support optimal performance [13-15].

Given the importance of the rehabilitation of patients with cardiovascular diseases and its effect in reducing the burden of care, the present study aimed to investigate the effectiveness of the EHP model in a patient with a history of cardiovascular disease.

2. Case Report

Mr. H, a 50-year-old male, was the father of a family. He was a retired teacher but was still teaching at a non-profit school. He had a history of heart failure (grade 3 in NYHA). NYHA is one of the most commonly used classification systems for patients with heart failure. It classifies patients in one of four categories based on their limitations during physical activity; higher classes represent more functional limitations [16].

To assess the home environment and to involve the family, the intervention was provided at the client’s home. Initially, the occupational therapist interviewed with Mr. H and his family to determine his roles, responsibilities, and occupational performance challenges. According to our interview, he experienced major difficulties in some activities of daily living due to fatigue, fear of falling, and stress. Going to the toilet, bathing and...
praying were among the activities in which he reported the highest level of dependence and the lowest sense of safety. So, he reported these actions as his priorities for occupational therapy intervention [17].

In the beginning, the researcher explained the process of the study and then the participant filled a written informed consent. We used the COPM as a tool to structure the interview session and to identify the participant’s occupational issues and also as the outcome measure. COPM is a valid tool, especially in client-centered rehabilitation, and is commonly used to identify the client’s occupational goals. It evaluates the performance and satisfaction of performance in areas of self-care, productivity, and leisure is scored on a 10-point Likert scale [17, 18].

An occupational therapist, in close collaboration with the client and his family, held the intervention twice a week. the intervention mainly included physical exercises aimed at enhancing the client’s abilities as well as counseling him and his family about lifestyle changes and environmental adaptations. Table 1 summarizes the main actions based on EHP intervention strategies.

After approximately a six-month intervention period and based on the COPM scale, the ‘performance’ score increased from 5.3 to 8 and ‘satisfaction’ improved from 4.6 to 8.6 points. These improvements are clinically significant [17]. Mr. H also reported more independence and safety in most activities of daily living, especially on the three addressed occupations. He stated lower fatigue and helplessness during a day. At the six-month follow-up, the improvements were maintained and only the ‘satisfaction’ score reduced 1 point.

3. Discussion

Cardiovascular disease can result in significant difficulties in performing activities of daily living. It impairs functionality, restricts the routine activities, and makes it difficult for the patient to fulfill his or her roles; all consequently reduce the quality of life of the patient and his or her family [8, 19].

The cardiac rehabilitation aims to provide the best physical, mental, and psychosocial conditions for patients through a combination of exercise, consultation, education, and psychological support and the ultimate goal is to preserve or resume optimal functioning in the community [8, 10]. Achieving this goal requires a holistic view of a person, his or her roles and tasks, as well as context or environment. The use of occupational therapy models can provide this comprehensive view. As mentioned earlier, we did not find a study that examined the effect of occupational therapy models in patients with cardiovascular diseases. This study was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the EHP framework on the performance of daily occupations and satisfaction of the performance in a client with a history of cardiovascular disease. To the best of our knowledge, this research was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Employed Strategy/Reported Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Establish/Restore</strong></td>
<td>The therapist worked on increasing the endurance and muscle strength of the upper and lower extremities. She also suggested some advice on how to have a better physical function and lower fatigue level according to metabolic values (MET)1 for various activities. /These measures increased his endurance and independence in ADLs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alter</strong></td>
<td>Mr. H was retired but he continued to work because he was interested in being active. His job was stressful, so the therapist and Mr. H discussed reducing his responsibilities and workloads. He changed his job from teaching in a non-profit school to a secretor of a store. The new job was his offer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adapt/Modify</strong></td>
<td>The therapist talked to the family about changing the type of toilet, putting a chair in the bathroom, and increasing the height of the pray surface. These suggestions were made because of Mr. H's difficulties in sitting and standing. /In this way he experienced lower levels of fatigue and fear of falling and more independence during these occupations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prevent</strong></td>
<td>The therapist taught some breathing exercises to reduce the risk of secondary respiratory problems and increase cardiovascular capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Create</strong></td>
<td>The therapist helped Mr. H to plan a weekly routine program for aerobic exercises at a club, as well as walking in the park with his friends. She also referred him to a nutritionist and suggested him to increase the consumption of fruits and vegetables in his diet. /These changed his lifestyle and improved his physical capacity and social participation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the first study to evaluate EHP in patients with cardiovascular diseases. We found significant improvement in both performance and satisfaction of the performance. The patient also reported more independence and safety during his daily living and less fatigue and frustration.

EHP provides a comprehensive approach for evaluation and intervention because of its holistic view of the constructs involved in performance, including the person, task, and context. Besides, through its specific strategies, EHP reminds us that if it is not possible to improve or change one construct, other constructs can be addressed to improve performance. In this way, the environment and the role of environmental barriers and facilitators on the performance are considered more than routine occupational therapy interventions. A limitation to EHP is that intervention requires a collaborative therapeutic relationship with clients and their families, which can be time-consuming and increase the number of sessions.

There is little evidence with low quality about the effects of occupational therapy in heart patients and this area has received little attention in research [20, 21]. Although this little evidence suggests that cardiac rehabilitation, including occupational therapy, can be effective, it is necessary to conduct further studies with better methodology and a larger sample size [22, 23]. The major limitation of the present study is the low generalizability of the findings to a wider population due to its methodology.

4. Conclusion

Occupational therapists can facilitate the participation of clients in their daily routines through graded exercises and activities, adaptation or modification of the client’s tasks and context, and education about energy expenditure and stress management [20, 21]. While the occupational therapy can offer important contributions to the cardiac rehabilitation team, there is little evidence supporting this role and lack of research in this area may contribute to the absence of an occupational therapist in these settings.

This preliminary study showed that the application of the EHP model improved performance and satisfaction of performance in a patient with cardiovascular disease. It is suggested that in future studies, the effectiveness of occupational therapy interventions, as well as other occupational therapy models in these patients, be evaluated.
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استفاده از مدل اکولوژی عملکرد انسان در کاردرمانی بیماری قلبی: یک مطالعه موردی

زینب فتحی پور آذر، مهناز حجازی شیرمرد

1. دکتری تخصصی کاردرمانی، دانشگاه علوم پزشکی ایران، تهران، ایران

تعیین های کاردرمانی حمایتی برای مبتلایان یک کر در برابر محدودیت و نیازهای زندگی و راه حلبرداری از تأثیرات انسانی

در مورد افراد مبتلا به اختلالات قلبی، کاردرمانی به عنوان یک مداخله مؤثر در بهبود کیفیت زندگی و توانمندی در فعالیت‌های روزمره شناخته می‌شود. با توجه به این موضوع، در این مطالعه به قابلیت بهبود عملکرد و استقلال در فعالیت‌های روزمره، بهبود صحت بدنی و رضایت از عملکرد در بیماران مبتلا به اختلالات قلبی، به ویژه مبتلا به اسکلرتیک، تأکید گردید.
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